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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of the assignment 

Mechanical robots were first created to safeguard the lives of humans. They were also 
built to traverse areas with hostile environments or harsh climates. However, the most 
successful of mechanical robots implemented a wheel system that required prepared 
surfaces such as paved roads or steel rails. Many animal species benefit from bodily 
systems which are prepared for rugged terrain and are efficient in navigating around 
obstacles and unpaved surfaces. It is these animals that have inspired the creation of 
mechanical robots that mimic their bodily systems in order to advance industrial, 
agricultural, and military applications. 
 
The main advantage of a legged element as opposed to a wheel element is that a 
consistent continuous path of travel is not required for the robot to move forward. The 
terrain can shift with pronounced variations from a hard to soft surface, from a level to 
steep surface, and from an even to uneven surface. Movement is smooth and the load of 
the robot is not compromised due to the orientation of its support structure. The robot 
can maintain a greater amount of stability by keeping its center of mass in a position of 
equilibrium with its leg(s). 
 
However, the main advantage also causes the main difficulties in designing the system. 
Control principles that underlie stability are the main focus of design for legged robots. 
Dynamic stability is the idea that the system is permitted to tip and accelerate for short 
periods of time. By reference to an inverted pendulum, the control system manipulates 
movement in reaction to a loss of stability ensuring that the loss of stability is brief by 
compensating the motion in one direction by an equal motion in the opposite direction. 
By maintaining active balance the legged robot can not only negotiate difficult terrain, but 
can do so in a quick fashion. 
 
By dynamically stabilizing RoboPogo, it will eventually hop using air muscles and be 
able to go where no other robot has gone before. 
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1.2 Problem 

In this project, a one-legged robot, RoboPogo, will need to achieve stabilization using 
servos and sensor feedback. To achieve a bouncing robot as fast as possible the project 
is divided in three key targets: bouncing as high as possible with some kind of 
construction, controlling the path of the robot while in the air and stabilizing the robot 
while on the ground. Stabilizing the robot on the ground is the subject of this internship 
and a model of an inverted pendulum will be the first step. Since this is a team effort 
there will also be looked into the design of the hopping part of the robot and the design 
of the inertia module. 
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2 Modeling 

2.1 Feasibility of the project 

First an inverted pendulum with an inertia wheel mounted to the end, as can be seen in 
figure 1, has been used to see if it is possible to get the robot upright within acceptable 
angles.  

 
Figure 1: schematic representation of inverted pendulum and inertia wheel 

 
The model consists of the equations of motion for the bar, wheel and a motor with 
gearbox. In the simulation the bar is at an initial angle when full voltage (24V) is applied 
to the motor. This resulted in a maximum angle of 8 degrees to upright from. This is an 
acceptable angle to start with because nothing is yet optimized. The effect of a 3D robot 
should now be implemented in the model for further optimization. 

 
Figure 2: 3D schematic representation of inverted pendulum and inertia wheels 

 
A simplified representation of the robot can be given by a bar, with some kind of inertia 
module on top of that. In this module there will be motors to drive the inertia wheels, 
batteries and electronics. After considering different configurations of the inertia wheels, 
4 wheels perpendicular to each other is considered the one with the most potential. 
Since the problem can now be considered as two 2 dimensional problems perpendicular 
to each other, the model of the inverted pendulum is still a good approximation of the 3D 
robot. In this model the inertia wheels of the perpendicular direction should be taken into 
account because they affect the inertia. 
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2.2 Inertia 

 
Figure 3: inverted pendulum 

 

The center of gravity is located β1l  from rotational point a. So the inertia around point a 

results in: 
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An extra mass is added to the top of the pendulum to represent the motors, batteries 
and electronic devices. 

 
Figure 4: inverted pendulum with mass added 

 
This results in an inertia around point a: 
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Since the inertia wheels will have as much mass on the outside as possible, two ring 
shaped masses are added on either side of the pendulum. The effect of the inertia 
wheels in the perpendicular direction are implemented in the model like this. 
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Figure 5: inverted pendulum with mass and perpendicular inertia wheels 

This results in the following inertia around point a: 
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2.3 Equations of motion 

With the configuration depicted in figure 6 the absolute angular rotation )(1 tα  of the 

robot and the relative rotation )(2 tα  of the rotating inertia can be described by: 
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Figure 6: schematics of inverted pendulum with rotating inertia 

 
c

mI  indicates the angular momentum of the rotating inertia around its center point c. 

Fr is the gravitational force due to the pendulum rod mass acting on the center of gravity 
at a distance lb from the point a along the pendulum. Fm is the gravitational force due to 
the rotating inertia located at a distance lc from point a along the pendulum. Fem is the 
gravitational force due to extra mass of motors, batteries and electronics at a distance lc 
from point a along the pendulum. Fw1 and Fw2 are gravitational forces due to the rotating 
inertias in the perpendicular direction at a distance lc from point a along the pendulum. Fe 
is the so-called Euler force acting on the rotating inertia due to the rotating acceleration 
of the reference coordinate system located at a distance lc from the point a along the 
pendulum. As can be seen in figure 6 there will also be an centrifugal force Fc, but this 
force is in the same line as point a and does not play a role in the moment equations. 
Finally, T(p) is a torque or moment exchange generated internally between the 
pendulum rod and the rotating inertia and will be used to stabilize the pendulum. 
The gravitational forces and inertial constants can be expressed in terms of design 
parameters: 

gmFFgmFgmFgmF wwwememmmrr ===== 21,,,  with g = 9.807 m/s2 

Where mr is mass of the robot, mm is mass of rotating inertia (2 times the mass of one 
wheel (mw) due to the 2D assumption), mem is mass of the motors, batteries and 
electronics. 
The distance lc can also be described by lc = l1 + 1/2 l2 where l1 is the height of the 
jumping part of the robot and l2 is the height of the inertia module on top of the robot. 
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2.4 Motors and gearboxes 

Maxon rare earth DC motors (maxon RE-max 29) where available from former projects. 
The characteristics from this motor where implemented into the simulink model. A 
simulation has been done to determine the maximum angle possible to upright from. 
This has been done for a gear ratio from 1 to 40. Since this is a dimensionless 
parameter the other parameter is preferably dimensionless as well. The m-file can be 
seen in appendix A. The ratio between inertia of the rotating inertia and total inertia of 
the robot was chosen. The result can be seen in figure 7.  

 
Figure 7: maximum angle for gearratio and inertiaratio 

 
Figure 7 shows that the maximum angle occurs at an inertiaratio of approximately 0.02. 
From figure 8 is derived from figure 8 and shows that the maximum angle is reached 
with a gear ratio of between 7 and 10. 

 
Figure 8: figure 6 viewed from gearratio and angle side 
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Maxon also provides gearboxes for their motors, and since a sprocket has to be laser 
welded on the shaft and alignment is crucial to function correctly, buying the complete 
assembly from Maxon is the most logical result. The use of such a high performance 
motor might not have been necessary, but with the future plan of letting the robot make 
flips the extra power could prove useful. As can be seen in appendix B the gearboxes in 
stock that matches the preferred gearratio are not available. The shaft holding the inertia 
wheels will probably be connected to the motor by a belt so the required gearratio can 
be obtained by choosing the diameter of the wheels on the shaft and motor. 
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3 Model verification 
To validate the simulink model a software package named working model 2D can be 
used. A model of the robot was made as can be seen in figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: 2D representation of the 3D robot 

 
The model consists of a bar with an additional mass at the end, 2 inertia wheels are 
attached on either side of the additional mass. A rotating mass is also attached to the 
additional mass since this represents the motor housing. A motor is placed between the 
rotating mass and the pendulum. The motor can be modeled as a DC motor and 
parameters are filled in. To see if both models give the same result, 0V was applied to 
the motor and the initial angle set to 160 degrees where 0 degrees is upright. The result 
can be seen in figure 10.  

 
Figure 10: time-angle plot for two software packages 

 
As can be seen there is no damping in the WM model and the frequency isn’t the same. 
So the DC-option isn’t the proper way the model the motor for this problem.  
Another option is to give a formula for the torque applied by the motor. The torque for a 
brushed DC motor can be described by 

( ) ( )tiKtT mmp =  

Where mK  is the motor constant and ( )tim  is the current supplied to the DC motor. 

From this it can be derived that the torque can also be described by 
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When this is entered into WM2D the following graph can be made 

 
Figure 11: time-angle plot for two software packages 

The damping is almost the same but the frequency isn’t. To have a good understanding 
of the graph a Discrete Fourier transformation (appendix C) was performed on both sets 
of data. The result can be seen in figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: single sided amplitude spectrum 

 
Simulink results in a frequency of 0.74Hz and Working Model 0.78 Hz. This means that 
the working model frequency is 5% higher than the simulink model. One of the causes 
for this difference could be that simulink uses ode45 as a solver while working model 
uses Kutta-Merson. There was not enough time to look into this difference. 
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4 Hardware 

4.1 Possible configurations 

The jumping part of the robot basically has 4 legs which are attached to a platform that is 
the foot of the robot and a platform at the top that is a base for the inertia module. To get 
a good understanding of the available space a CAD model was created in unigraphics.  
 
Since the jumping part of the robot has a platform on top, any inertia module can be 
attached to it, which makes it easier for both teams to work separately. And test the 
inertia module on for example on a stick, design a controller, than mount it to the 
jumping part and fine tune the controller. 
An option is to design some kind of box that provides a bracket for the motors. It can 
also contain the bearings for the shaft holding the inertia wheels. Figure 13 & 14 show 
how that could look. 

 
Figure 13 & 14: lower and upper position of robot with inertia module 

 
By placing all the components above the platform a very high centre of gravity is 
created, which increases the inertia around the foot. For this reason the placement of the 
motors can be seen in figure 15 &16 is suggested. 
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Figure 15 & 16: lower and upper position of robot with inertia module 
 

This CAD model can be used later on in the project to quickly check if a design change 
will work. A better CAD model can be made when dimensions off more parts are known. 
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4.2 Suggestions made for jumping part 

Several hinges have been discussed in meetings between team members. The goal was 
to create a jumping robot as soon as possible, so the hinges have to be as simple as 
possible. Here are a few options which could work. 
A lasercam machine is available so constructing the robot out of polycarbonate sheet is 
considered a good option. By using 2 sheets parallel at a distance a torsion stiff 
construction can be made. The hinge can be made by using 2 ball bearings. The 
configuration can be seen in figure 17. 

 
Figure 17: CAD model of suggested hinge 

A more detailed picture can be seen in figure 18. The green shaft can be any bolt with 
the proper diameter. By tightening the bolt the red tubes make a solid connection 
between the lower part of the leg and the inner part of the bearing. The red tubes have 
to be made to the proper diameter on a lathe. The proper diameter is given by the 
manufacturer for specific bearings. The outer part of the bearing has to be attached to 
the other part of the leg. This can be done by pressfitting it into the sheet of 
polycarbonate. 

 
Figure 18: detailed picture of suggested hinge 
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5 Conclusions and Rcommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

To stabilize the robot while not jumping a simulink model was created and verified with 
working model. The working model 2D model produces a 5% higher frequency than the 
simulink model which is based on the equations of motion. Causes for this difference 
can be the use of different solvers in the simulation, representation of the motor in 
Working model as a torque could be insufficient, and the characteristic of the blocks in 
working model could be not accurate enough. With a difference of 5% the simulink 
model can be considered accurate enough. The block in simulink can now be used in 
the design of a controller to let robopogo hop autonomous. 

5.2 Recommendations 

For the current CAD model, Unigraphics NX3 was used. A better option is the use of 
solidworks. CAD models made in solidworks can be imported into simmechanics, which 
is a toolbox in MATLAB. Simulation can now be done in the simulink environment with 
an accurate model of the 3D robot. Working model also has a 3D analysis program in 
which CAD models created in solidworks can be imported and evaluated but the matlab 
toolbox is a better option. 
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Appendices 

A1: Matlabcode for gearbox selection using bisection (incomplete) 

 
tictictictic    
Y=[];X=[]Y=[];X=[]Y=[];X=[]Y=[];X=[];;;;    
for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34    
    mw=j/100;               %different masses    mw=j/100;               %different masses    mw=j/100;               %different masses    mw=j/100;               %different masses    
    j    j    j    j    
    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    
        kappa=i;            %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;            %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;            %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;            %ratio that are tested    
        a = 0;              %initial conditions        a = 0;              %initial conditions        a = 0;              %initial conditions        a = 0;              %initial conditions    
        b = 90;        b = 90;        b = 90;        b = 90;    
        accuracy = .5;      %how close to actual deg        accuracy = .5;      %how close to actual deg        accuracy = .5;      %how close to actual deg        accuracy = .5;      %how close to actual degreereereeree    
        e = accuracy;       %always starts that way        e = accuracy;       %always starts that way        e = accuracy;       %always starts that way        e = accuracy;       %always starts that way    
        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy    
    
            sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');            sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');            sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');            sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');    
    
            y = min(rod.signals.values(:,1));            y = min(rod.signals.values(:,1));            y = min(rod.signals.values(:,1));            y = min(rod.signals.values(:,1));    
    
            if y <= 0            if y <= 0            if y <= 0            if y <= 0    
                a = a1_0;                a = a1_0;                a = a1_0;                a = a1_0;    
            else            else            else            else    
                                                       b = a1_0;   b = a1_0;   b = a1_0;   b = a1_0;    
            end            end            end            end    
            e=abs(b            e=abs(b            e=abs(b            e=abs(b----a);a);a);a);    
        end        end        end        end    
        Y(i,j) = a;         %value is transfered to a matrix        Y(i,j) = a;         %value is transfered to a matrix        Y(i,j) = a;         %value is transfered to a matrix        Y(i,j) = a;         %value is transfered to a matrix    
        Z(i)=i;             %kappa        Z(i)=i;             %kappa        Z(i)=i;             %kappa        Z(i)=i;             %kappa    
    end    end    end    end    
    X(j) = Imc/Ipa;    X(j) = Imc/Ipa;    X(j) = Imc/Ipa;    X(j) = Imc/Ipa;    
endendendend    
save dataa X Y Z            %saves data from matrix X Y Z in dasave dataa X Y Z            %saves data from matrix X Y Z in dasave dataa X Y Z            %saves data from matrix X Y Z in dasave dataa X Y Z            %saves data from matrix X Y Z in data2.matta2.matta2.matta2.mat    
toctoctoctoc    
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A2: Complete Matlabcode used for gearbox selection 
tictictictic    
Y=[];X=[];Y=[];X=[];Y=[];X=[];Y=[];X=[];    
for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34for j = 14:1:34    
    mw=j/100;            %different masses    mw=j/100;            %different masses    mw=j/100;            %different masses    mw=j/100;            %different masses    
    j    j    j    j    
    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    for i = 4:1:10    
        kappa=i;   %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;   %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;   %ratio that are tested        kappa=i;   %ratio that are tested    
        a = 0;    %initial conditions        a = 0;    %initial conditions        a = 0;    %initial conditions        a = 0;    %initial conditions    
        b = 90        b = 90        b = 90        b = 90;;;;    
        accuracy = .5; %how close to actual degree        accuracy = .5; %how close to actual degree        accuracy = .5; %how close to actual degree        accuracy = .5; %how close to actual degree    
        e = accuracy;   %always starts that way        e = accuracy;   %always starts that way        e = accuracy;   %always starts that way        e = accuracy;   %always starts that way    
        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy        while e >= accuracy    
         a1_0 = a + (b         a1_0 = a + (b         a1_0 = a + (b         a1_0 = a + (b----a)/2;a)/2;a)/2;a)/2;    
    
         % world parameter %         % world parameter %         % world parameter %         % world parameter %    

g = 9.807;       % gravitational constant (positive for g = 9.807;       % gravitational constant (positive for g = 9.807;       % gravitational constant (positive for g = 9.807;       % gravitational constant (positive for inverted inverted inverted inverted penpenpenpendulum)dulum)dulum)dulum)    
    
         % pendulum rod %         % pendulum rod %         % pendulum rod %         % pendulum rod %    
    
         %a1_0     = 10;   % initial angular position of rod [deg]         %a1_0     = 10;   % initial angular position of rod [deg]         %a1_0     = 10;   % initial angular position of rod [deg]         %a1_0     = 10;   % initial angular position of rod [deg]    
    
         l        = .35;   % (1)length of rod [m]         l        = .35;   % (1)length of rod [m]         l        = .35;   % (1)length of rod [m]         l        = .35;   % (1)length of rod [m]    
         r        = 0.1;   % (.1)radius or width of rod [m]         r        = 0.1;   % (.1)radius or width of rod [m]         r        = 0.1;   % (.1)radius or width of rod [m]         r        = 0.1;   % (.1)radius or width of rod [m]    
                                    mr      mr      mr      mr       = 1;     = 1;     = 1;     = 1;        % (l*r)mass of r% (l*r)mass of r% (l*r)mass of r% (l*r)mass of rod (including motor stator) [kg]od (including motor stator) [kg]od (including motor stator) [kg]od (including motor stator) [kg]    

beta    beta    beta    beta        = 1/2;   % normalized location of center of gravity = 1/2;   % normalized location of center of gravity = 1/2;   % normalized location of center of gravity = 1/2;   % normalized location of center of gravity along along along along     
            length of rod (including effect of motor stator) [0length of rod (including effect of motor stator) [0length of rod (including effect of motor stator) [0length of rod (including effect of motor stator) [0----1]1]1]1]    

         mu       = 1/12;          mu       = 1/12;          mu       = 1/12;          mu       = 1/12;     % inertial parameter due to length of rod (including % inertial parameter due to length of rod (including % inertial parameter due to length of rod (including % inertial parameter due to length of rod (including     
effect of motor effect of motor effect of motor effect of motor stator) [1/12 for homogeneous beam]stator) [1/12 for homogeneous beam]stator) [1/12 for homogeneous beam]stator) [1/12 for homogeneous beam]    

         nu       = 1/12; % inertial parameter due to radius or width of rod          nu       = 1/12; % inertial parameter due to radius or width of rod          nu       = 1/12; % inertial parameter due to radius or width of rod          nu       = 1/12; % inertial parameter due to radius or width of rod     
[1/12 for beam, 1/4 for cylinder][1/12 for beam, 1/4 for cylinder][1/12 for beam, 1/4 for cylinder][1/12 for beam, 1/4 for cylinder]    

    
         me       = 0.6; % Extra weight due to motors and elektronics [kg]         me       = 0.6; % Extra weight due to motors and elektronics [kg]         me       = 0.6; % Extra weight due to motors and elektronics [kg]         me       = 0.6; % Extra weight due to motors and elektronics [kg]    
    
            % moment exchange w            % moment exchange w            % moment exchange w            % moment exchange wheel %heel %heel %heel %    
    
         Rr       = 0.1;     % radius of moment exchange wheel [m]         Rr       = 0.1;     % radius of moment exchange wheel [m]         Rr       = 0.1;     % radius of moment exchange wheel [m]         Rr       = 0.1;     % radius of moment exchange wheel [m]    
    
         %mw       = pi*Rr^2; % mass of moment exchange wheel (including motor          %mw       = pi*Rr^2; % mass of moment exchange wheel (including motor          %mw       = pi*Rr^2; % mass of moment exchange wheel (including motor          %mw       = pi*Rr^2; % mass of moment exchange wheel (including motor     

rotor) [kg]rotor) [kg]rotor) [kg]rotor) [kg]    
         mm       = 2*mw;         mm       = 2*mw;         mm       = 2*mw;         mm       = 2*mw;    
         gamma    = 1;       % normalized location of connecti         gamma    = 1;       % normalized location of connecti         gamma    = 1;       % normalized location of connecti         gamma    = 1;       % normalized location of connection along length of on along length of on along length of on along length of     

rod [0rod [0rod [0rod [0----1]1]1]1]    
         tau      = 1;     % rotational inertia parameter of wheel (including          tau      = 1;     % rotational inertia parameter of wheel (including          tau      = 1;     % rotational inertia parameter of wheel (including          tau      = 1;     % rotational inertia parameter of wheel (including     

effect of motor rotor) [1/2 for homogeneous effect of motor rotor) [1/2 for homogeneous effect of motor rotor) [1/2 for homogeneous effect of motor rotor) [1/2 for homogeneous     
cylinder,1 for hoop]cylinder,1 for hoop]cylinder,1 for hoop]cylinder,1 for hoop]    

    
         % motor %         % motor %         % motor %         % motor %    
                                    Vmax     = 24;      Vmax     = 24;      Vmax     = 24;      Vmax     = 24;      % the maximum positive/negative % the maximum positive/negative % the maximum positive/negative % the maximum positive/negative supply voltage of the supply voltage of the supply voltage of the supply voltage of the     

motor [V] Note: plays a role in the gain of the motor [V] Note: plays a role in the gain of the motor [V] Note: plays a role in the gain of the motor [V] Note: plays a role in the gain of the 
control system in case we use PWM as output!control system in case we use PWM as output!control system in case we use PWM as output!control system in case we use PWM as output!    

    
                                    %KmoverRm = 0.005;      %KmoverRm = 0.005;      %KmoverRm = 0.005;      %KmoverRm = 0.005;      % normalized stall torque (stall torque at 1V) [N]% normalized stall torque (stall torque at 1V) [N]% normalized stall torque (stall torque at 1V) [N]% normalized stall torque (stall torque at 1V) [N]    
    
         Ke       = Vmax/(8790*pi/30);            Ke       = Vmax/(8790*pi/30);            Ke       = Vmax/(8790*pi/30);            Ke       = Vmax/(8790*pi/30);       

%Vmax/(20%Vmax/(20%Vmax/(20%Vmax/(2000/00/00/00/60*2*pi); back EMF constant: 60*2*pi); back EMF constant: 60*2*pi); back EMF constant: 60*2*pi); back EMF constant: Vmax/(2*pi*RPMmax/60)  (with Vmax Vmax/(2*pi*RPMmax/60)  (with Vmax Vmax/(2*pi*RPMmax/60)  (with Vmax Vmax/(2*pi*RPMmax/60)  (with Vmax 
this limits the speed of the motor!)this limits the speed of the motor!)this limits the speed of the motor!)this limits the speed of the motor!)    

         Rm = 2.45;                      %resistance of motor         Rm = 2.45;                      %resistance of motor         Rm = 2.45;                      %resistance of motor         Rm = 2.45;                      %resistance of motor    
         KmoverRm = Ke/Rm;         KmoverRm = Ke/Rm;         KmoverRm = Ke/Rm;         KmoverRm = Ke/Rm;    
    
         %kappa    = 18;                  % gear ratio (optimal va         %kappa    = 18;                  % gear ratio (optimal va         %kappa    = 18;                  % gear ratio (optimal va         %kappa    = 18;                  % gear ratio (optimal value determined by lue determined by lue determined by lue determined by     

Ke and how much inertia has to be moved!) [0Ke and how much inertia has to be moved!) [0Ke and how much inertia has to be moved!) [0Ke and how much inertia has to be moved!) [0----infty]infty]infty]infty]    
    
         LmoverRm = 0.01;                % motor constant (NOT USED IN LINEAR MODEL          LmoverRm = 0.01;                % motor constant (NOT USED IN LINEAR MODEL          LmoverRm = 0.01;                % motor constant (NOT USED IN LINEAR MODEL          LmoverRm = 0.01;                % motor constant (NOT USED IN LINEAR MODEL     

TO OBTAIN A SIMPLE 3RD ORDER MODEL FOR STATE FEEDBACK DESIGN!)TO OBTAIN A SIMPLE 3RD ORDER MODEL FOR STATE FEEDBACK DESIGN!)TO OBTAIN A SIMPLE 3RD ORDER MODEL FOR STATE FEEDBACK DESIGN!)TO OBTAIN A SIMPLE 3RD ORDER MODEL FOR STATE FEEDBACK DESIGN!)    
         Vm       = 12;                      Vm       = 12;                      Vm       = 12;                      Vm       = 12;                   % size of input step on motor [V] (DO NOT       % size of input step on motor [V] (DO NOT       % size of input step on motor [V] (DO NOT       % size of input step on motor [V] (DO NOT     

USE IN FEEDBACK!)USE IN FEEDBACK!)USE IN FEEDBACK!)USE IN FEEDBACK!)    
    
         %             % (off         %             % (off         %             % (off         %             % (off----centered) fixed and gravitational load (attached centered) fixed and gravitational load (attached centered) fixed and gravitational load (attached centered) fixed and gravitational load (attached     

mass) %mass) %mass) %mass) %    
         %             delta    = 1;        % normalized location of center of          %             delta    = 1;        % normalized location of center of          %             delta    = 1;        % normalized location of center of          %             delta    = 1;        % normalized location of center of     

gravity along lengthgravity along lengthgravity along lengthgravity along length of rod [0 of rod [0 of rod [0 of rod [0----1]1]1]1]    
         %             d        = Rr + sqrt(0.0254^2+0.0254^2);                 %             d        = Rr + sqrt(0.0254^2+0.0254^2);                 %             d        = Rr + sqrt(0.0254^2+0.0254^2);                 %             d        = Rr + sqrt(0.0254^2+0.0254^2);            

%(0.2)distance of center of gravity perpendicular to rod [m]%(0.2)distance of center of gravity perpendicular to rod [m]%(0.2)distance of center of gravity perpendicular to rod [m]%(0.2)distance of center of gravity perpendicular to rod [m]    
         %             md       = mm;        % mass of attached load [kg] NOTE: in          %             md       = mm;        % mass of attached load [kg] NOTE: in          %             md       = mm;        % mass of attached load [kg] NOTE: in          %             md       = mm;        % mass of attached load [kg] NOTE: in     

simulink model it can varsimulink model it can varsimulink model it can varsimulink model it can vary, but not in linear model it is FIXED!y, but not in linear model it is FIXED!y, but not in linear model it is FIXED!y, but not in linear model it is FIXED!    
         % NOTE: inertia Id of attached mass = 0 to emulate a point mass load or a          % NOTE: inertia Id of attached mass = 0 to emulate a point mass load or a          % NOTE: inertia Id of attached mass = 0 to emulate a point mass load or a          % NOTE: inertia Id of attached mass = 0 to emulate a point mass load or a     

freely rotable massfreely rotable massfreely rotable massfreely rotable mass    
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         %            Tm       = 0;         % orig (10)time when mass disturbance          %            Tm       = 0;         % orig (10)time when mass disturbance          %            Tm       = 0;         % orig (10)time when mass disturbance          %            Tm       = 0;         % orig (10)time when mass disturbance     
is applied [sec] NOTE: this iis applied [sec] NOTE: this iis applied [sec] NOTE: this iis applied [sec] NOTE: this is to make sure linear and nons to make sure linear and nons to make sure linear and nons to make sure linear and non----linear linear linear linear 
simulation use the same timed input signalssimulation use the same timed input signalssimulation use the same timed input signalssimulation use the same timed input signals    

         acc           = 0.1;     % normalized distance along pendulum [0         acc           = 0.1;     % normalized distance along pendulum [0         acc           = 0.1;     % normalized distance along pendulum [0         acc           = 0.1;     % normalized distance along pendulum [0----1]1]1]1]    
         VperG         = 1;                   VperG         = 1;                   VperG         = 1;                   VperG         = 1;                     % sensitivity of accelerometer           % sensitivity of accelerometer           % sensitivity of accelerometer           % sensitivity of accelerometer[V/g][V/g][V/g][V/g]    
         acc_g         acc_g         acc_g         acc_gain      = (2.5/20)/(VperG*abs(g));  % amplification of accelerometer ain      = (2.5/20)/(VperG*abs(g));  % amplification of accelerometer ain      = (2.5/20)/(VperG*abs(g));  % amplification of accelerometer ain      = (2.5/20)/(VperG*abs(g));  % amplification of accelerometer     

signal [0 signal [0 signal [0 signal [0 ---- infty] infty] infty] infty]    
         VsecperDeg    = 2.5/50;                   % sensitivity of angular rate          VsecperDeg    = 2.5/50;                   % sensitivity of angular rate          VsecperDeg    = 2.5/50;                   % sensitivity of angular rate          VsecperDeg    = 2.5/50;                   % sensitivity of angular rate     

gyro [V/deg/s]gyro [V/deg/s]gyro [V/deg/s]gyro [V/deg/s]    
         gyro_gain     = 1;                        % amplification of         gyro_gain     = 1;                        % amplification of         gyro_gain     = 1;                        % amplification of         gyro_gain     = 1;                        % amplification of angular rate  angular rate  angular rate  angular rate     

gyro signal [0 gyro signal [0 gyro signal [0 gyro signal [0 ---- infty] infty] infty] infty]    
    
    
         % data acquisition resolutions *         % data acquisition resolutions *         % data acquisition resolutions *         % data acquisition resolutions *    
         encoder_res   = 512;   % enoder resolution [counts/revolution]         encoder_res   = 512;   % enoder resolution [counts/revolution]         encoder_res   = 512;   % enoder resolution [counts/revolution]         encoder_res   = 512;   % enoder resolution [counts/revolution]    
         nbits         = 8;     % resolution of AD converters [number of bits]         nbits         = 8;     % resolution of AD converters [number of bits]         nbits         = 8;     % resolution of AD converters [number of bits]         nbits         = 8;     % resolution of AD converters [number of bits]    
    
         % sample tim         % sample tim         % sample tim         % sample time for discretee for discretee for discretee for discrete----time control %time control %time control %time control %    
         Ts = 1/100; % sample time [sec] NOTE: slow sampling effects the bandwidth          Ts = 1/100; % sample time [sec] NOTE: slow sampling effects the bandwidth          Ts = 1/100; % sample time [sec] NOTE: slow sampling effects the bandwidth          Ts = 1/100; % sample time [sec] NOTE: slow sampling effects the bandwidth     

of the system, fast sampling effects the measurement of the motor velocity of the system, fast sampling effects the measurement of the motor velocity of the system, fast sampling effects the measurement of the motor velocity of the system, fast sampling effects the measurement of the motor velocity     
due to the limited encoder resolution!due to the limited encoder resolution!due to the limited encoder resolution!due to the limited encoder resolution!    

    
         % definition of l         % definition of l         % definition of l         % definition of linear continuous state space model (including integrator inear continuous state space model (including integrator inear continuous state space model (including integrator inear continuous state space model (including integrator     

on motor velocity)on motor velocity)on motor velocity)on motor velocity)    
    
         % intermediate variables         % intermediate variables         % intermediate variables         % intermediate variables    
         Imc = tau*mm*Rr^2;         Imc = tau*mm*Rr^2;         Imc = tau*mm*Rr^2;         Imc = tau*mm*Rr^2;    
         % NOTE: formula incorrect. Due to Euler force         % NOTE: formula incorrect. Due to Euler force         % NOTE: formula incorrect. Due to Euler force         % NOTE: formula incorrect. Due to Euler force    
                                    %Ira changes to Ira + gamma^2*mm*l^2%Ira changes to Ira + gamma^2*mm*l^2%Ira changes to Ira + gamma^2*mm*l^2%Ira changes to Ira + gamma^2*mm*l^2    
         %Ipa_n         %Ipa_n         %Ipa_n         %Ipa_nomd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2+Imc;omd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2+Imc;omd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2+Imc;omd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2+Imc;    
         %             Ipa_nomd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2;         %             Ipa_nomd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2;         %             Ipa_nomd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2;         %             Ipa_nomd=(beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2+nu*mr*r^2+gamma^2*mm*l^2;    
         %             mp=mr*beta+mm*gamma;         %             mp=mr*beta+mm*gamma;         %             mp=mr*beta+mm*gamma;         %             mp=mr*beta+mm*gamma;    
         %             Ipa=Ipa_nomd +          %             Ipa=Ipa_nomd +          %             Ipa=Ipa_nomd +          %             Ipa=Ipa_nomd + md*Rr^2 +2*md*(delta^2*l^2+d^2)md*Rr^2 +2*md*(delta^2*l^2+d^2)md*Rr^2 +2*md*(delta^2*l^2+d^2)md*Rr^2 +2*md*(delta^2*l^2+d^2);;;;    
         Ip         Ip         Ip         Ipa = (beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2 + nu*mr*r^2 + me*l^2 + 3*mm*Rr^2 + 2*mm*l^2;a = (beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2 + nu*mr*r^2 + me*l^2 + 3*mm*Rr^2 + 2*mm*l^2;a = (beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2 + nu*mr*r^2 + me*l^2 + 3*mm*Rr^2 + 2*mm*l^2;a = (beta^2+mu)*mr*l^2 + nu*mr*r^2 + me*l^2 + 3*mm*Rr^2 + 2*mm*l^2;    
         mp = mr*beta + gamma*(mm + 2*mw + me);         mp = mr*beta + gamma*(mm + 2*mw + me);         mp = mr*beta + gamma*(mm + 2*mw + me);         mp = mr*beta + gamma*(mm + 2*mw + me);    
    
         K1=0;         K1=0;         K1=0;         K1=0;    
                                    K2=0;K2=0;K2=0;K2=0;    
         K3=0;         K3=0;         K3=0;         K3=0;    
         K4=0;         K4=0;         K4=0;         K4=0;    
         sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');         sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');         sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');         sim('moment_exchange_pendulum');    
    
         y = min(rod.signals.values(         y = min(rod.signals.values(         y = min(rod.signals.values(         y = min(rod.signals.values(:,1));:,1));:,1));:,1));    
    
         if y <= 0         if y <= 0         if y <= 0         if y <= 0    
             a = a1_0;             a = a1_0;             a = a1_0;             a = a1_0;    
         else         else         else         else    
             b = a1_0;             b = a1_0;             b = a1_0;             b = a1_0;    
         end         end         end         end    
            e=abs(b            e=abs(b            e=abs(b            e=abs(b----a);a);a);a);    
      end      end      end      end    
      Y(i,j) = a;     %value is transfered to a matrix      Y(i,j) = a;     %value is transfered to a matrix      Y(i,j) = a;     %value is transfered to a matrix      Y(i,j) = a;     %value is transfered to a matrix    
      Z(i)=i;     %kappa      Z(i)=i;     %kappa      Z(i)=i;     %kappa      Z(i)=i;     %kappa    
   end   end   end   end    
   X(j) = Imc/Ipa;   X(j) = Imc/Ipa;   X(j) = Imc/Ipa;   X(j) = Imc/Ipa;    
endendendend    
save dataa Xsave dataa Xsave dataa Xsave dataa X Y Z             %saves data from matrix X Y Z in data2.mat Y Z             %saves data from matrix X Y Z in data2.mat Y Z             %saves data from matrix X Y Z in data2.mat Y Z             %saves data from matrix X Y Z in data2.mat    
toctoctoctoc    
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A3: Equations of motion in simulinkmodel 
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B: motor datasheets 
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C: matlabcode for FFT 
 

close allclose allclose allclose all    
hold offhold offhold offhold off    
    
%load data%load data%load data%load data    
load rodangle   %simulinkload rodangle   %simulinkload rodangle   %simulinkload rodangle   %simulink    
Z=ans;Z=ans;Z=ans;Z=ans;    
WMt             %Working modelWMt             %Working modelWMt             %Working modelWMt             %Working model    
    
%datafacts%datafacts%datafacts%datafacts    
Fs = 20;                      % SamplingFs = 20;                      % SamplingFs = 20;                      % SamplingFs = 20;                      % Sampling frequency frequency frequency frequency    
T = 1/Fs;                     % Sample timeT = 1/Fs;                     % Sample timeT = 1/Fs;                     % Sample timeT = 1/Fs;                     % Sample time    
L = 401;                      % Length of signalL = 401;                      % Length of signalL = 401;                      % Length of signalL = 401;                      % Length of signal    
t = (0:Lt = (0:Lt = (0:Lt = (0:L----1)*T;                % Time vector1)*T;                % Time vector1)*T;                % Time vector1)*T;                % Time vector    
    
%plot data timedomain%plot data timedomain%plot data timedomain%plot data timedomain    
plot(Z(1,:),(Z(2,:)plot(Z(1,:),(Z(2,:)plot(Z(1,:),(Z(2,:)plot(Z(1,:),(Z(2,:)----180))180))180))180))    
hold onhold onhold onhold on    
plot(X(:,1),(X(:,2)plot(X(:,1),(X(:,2)plot(X(:,1),(X(:,2)plot(X(:,1),(X(:,2)----180),'r')180),'r')180),'r')180),'r')    
legend('simulink','WMlegend('simulink','WMlegend('simulink','WMlegend('simulink','WM T') T') T') T')    
title('timedomain')title('timedomain')title('timedomain')title('timedomain')    
xlabel('time (seconds)')xlabel('time (seconds)')xlabel('time (seconds)')xlabel('time (seconds)')    
ylabel('angle (deg)')ylabel('angle (deg)')ylabel('angle (deg)')ylabel('angle (deg)')    
    
%FFT%FFT%FFT%FFT    
Z=Z';Z=Z';Z=Z';Z=Z';    
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L);           % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L);           % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L);           % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L);           % Next power of 2 from length of y    
Y1 = fft((Z(:,2)Y1 = fft((Z(:,2)Y1 = fft((Z(:,2)Y1 = fft((Z(:,2)----180),NFFT)/L;  %180),NFFT)/L;  %180),NFFT)/L;  %180),NFFT)/L;  %----180 degrees to avoid a peak in the analysis180 degrees to avoid a peak in the analysis180 degrees to avoid a peak in the analysis180 degrees to avoid a peak in the analysis    
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);2);2);2);    
    
NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of yNFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); % Next power of 2 from length of y    
Y2 = fft((X(:,2)Y2 = fft((X(:,2)Y2 = fft((X(:,2)Y2 = fft((X(:,2)----180),NFFT)/L;180),NFFT)/L;180),NFFT)/L;180),NFFT)/L;    
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);    
    
% Plot single% Plot single% Plot single% Plot single----sided amplitude spectrum.sided amplitude spectrum.sided amplitude spectrum.sided amplitude spectrum.    
figure()figure()figure()figure()    
plot(f,2*abs(Y1(1:NFFT/2)))plot(f,2*abs(Y1(1:NFFT/2)))plot(f,2*abs(Y1(1:NFFT/2)))plot(f,2*abs(Y1(1:NFFT/2)))    
hold onhold onhold onhold on    
plot(f,2*abs(Y2(1:NFFT/2)),'r')plot(f,2*abs(Y2(1:NFFT/2)),'r')plot(f,2*abs(Y2(1:NFFT/2)),'r')plot(f,2*abs(Y2(1:NFFT/2)),'r')    
title('Singletitle('Singletitle('Singletitle('Single----Sided Amplitude Spectrum')Sided Amplitude Spectrum')Sided Amplitude Spectrum')Sided Amplitude Spectrum')    
legend('simulink','WM T')legend('simulink','WM T')legend('simulink','WM T')legend('simulink','WM T')    
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')    
ylabel('|Y(f)|')ylabel('|Y(f)|')ylabel('|Y(f)|')ylabel('|Y(f)|')    
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